
A Dennison Industrial Revolution Curriculum Overview Spring Term 2020 Ireby CE School 
 

“I know when I depart from this world, people will stop and wonder at the beauty and truth that I have portrayed.” 
Percy Kelly (1918-1993) 

 
(Linked this to our previous Creation value – to show that there is not just beauty in the natural world but beauty in the reality of the man-made, industrialised 

landscape and in the truth of the everyday, harsh existence and resilience of the working-class poor) 
 
Purpose: To understand the transformative effect of the Industrial Revolution on the child, the local area and the world. 
 
Christian Value: Hope: Hope is not always spontaneous or easy. As well as trusting God, we have to develop qualities of steadfastness in our own character. 
Paul says: ‘We know that suffering produces perseverance; perseverance, character; and character, hope.’ 
 
Enrichment Opportunities: Visit to Beamish Museum (Workshop – an investigation into the death of James White), visit from local historian/artist Chris 
Wadsworth (expert on Percy Kelly), Loan box from Beamish Museum, Victorian Playground games – hoops, spinning tops, tiggy, jacks, Living history – visit 
from local miners living in the community??? (Oral storytelling).  
 
 

SUBJECT LEARNING 
English • Town is by the Sea, Street Child, Oliver Twist, The Little Match 

Girl (key whole class texts) 
• Writing from the perspective of someone from the past, by 

exploring diaries, letters and stories. 
• Poetry of Norman Nicholson -v- Queen Victoria’s Poet 

Laureate (Willian Wordsworth) – comparisons made to 
“beauty” and “the truth!” 

• Progress by John Agard (modern poet) 
• A range of short non-fiction texts linked to topic for Guided 

Reading groups 
Maths • If our M.N.P Scheme allows…opportunity to look at Imperial 

Measurements including money and convert to metric 
measures. 

• Look at examples of old money and think about their modern 
day worth/value for the intensity of the labour involved. 
(link to PHSE) 
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History (Spring 1 and 2) • What was it like to be a child in the Industrial Revolution? 
• Explore the differences between rich and poor. 
• Jobs for children – sweeps, mining, factories, street sellers 
• Factory Acts and Miners and Collieries Act (1840’s) 
• Artefacts such as maps, newspaper articles, photographs, 

sketches and diaries. 
• Mining history of Whitehaven to Maryport – link to Lowther 

estate. 43 collieries in Cumberland in 1900. 
• Visit to Beamish Museum – James White workshop  

Science (Spring 1) • Possible…Electricity or Forces????????? 
• Explore how the invention of electricity changed the world 

and its impact on The Industrial revolution. (Cragside in 
Northumberland) 

• Explore sources of light and how it travels by making circuits 
and exploring what conducts electricity.  

• Children develop their understanding of balanced and 
unbalanced forces and their effects and investigate how 
mechanisms, like levers, pulleys and gears, help us to use 
smaller forces. 

• Make a pulley to go down the mine shaft to transport the 
coal or the men safely. 

• Build a lever to transport a heavy load of coal. 
• Identify amount of friction needed on a surface for safe 

transportation of coal wagons. 
• Steam – James Watt (Inventions and Inventors) 
• George Stephenson’s Rocket – possible visit to his museum 

while in the area for Beamish? 
Art (Spring 1) • Percy Kelly -Characterised by the strong black lines and dark 

vistas of the coast and the mining villages, pit heads and 
railway lines 

• Watercolour landscapes (painting) – illustrated letters 
(Literacy link). 
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• Calligraphy of Percy Kelly (drawing element) 
• L.S. Lowry - Best known for industrial landscapes and mill 

scenes. Make 3D industrial landscape (Sculpture) 
• Make comparisons between the 2 artists  

 
DT – spring 2 • Weaving – link to cotton mills 

• Pottery – link to mass production of factories 
(Design, Make and Evaluate products) 

RE • Value of Hope as a focus – sprinkled with compassion 
• Exploring the treatment of the poor, ill and disabled during 

the Victorian era and discussing how people should have 
been treated, whilst exploring those who campaigned for 
change.  

• What does the Easter Story teach us about Hope and 
Despair? (Spring 2) 

• What are parables? Spring 1 
• Industrial Revolution opened up the world to links between 

cultures – what does it mean to be a Muslim in British 
Society? Spring 1 

PHSE • ‘Going for Goals’ 
• Rights and Responsibilities. Justice and Equality. 
• Practice mindfulness and yoga (as Percy Kelly did). 
• Think about impact on environment – what WE can do to 

reduce the effects of pollution locally and globally? 
Computing • Using search technologies effectively 

• Link to STEM Science - coding 
Music • The Pitman Poets – old mining songs and folk songs 

• Link to 3 Victorian children’s Dances from BBC Schools DANCE 
ie down the mines, working in the mills, playing in the 
playground 

 


